**Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I National Academic Squad Announced**

**CHANDLER, Ariz.** – The Zag Field Hockey/National Field Hockey Coaches Association (NFHCA) Division I National Academic Squad was announced on Wednesday with 926 student-athletes making the list and 79 schools with representation.

The Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I National Academic Squad includes all student-athletes with a cumulative grade-point average of 3.30 or greater through the first semester of the 2016-17 academic year. Also on Wednesday, 114 members of the Division I National Academic Squad were named Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I Scholars of Distinction for achieving a cumulative GPA of 3.90 or greater through the first semester.

Brown University led all schools with 19 selections to the National Academic Squad, while Bucknell, Hofstra and Kent State each totaled 18. An additional 12 schools had at least 15 student-athletes make the National Academic Squad.

There were 139 seniors noted for making the Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I National Academic Squad in each of their four seasons.

The full listing of the Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I National Academic Squad is included below.
*Four-year member of Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I National Academic Squad*

**University at Albany (11):** Rachel Billig; Anna Bottino; Kelsey Briddell; Emily Fraser; Frederike Helmke; Paula Heuser*; Molly Mariano*; Melissa Nealon; Maxi Primus*; Taylor Schwoyer*; Viola Von Der Muhlen

**American University (17):** Megan Benson; Haley Bowcutt; Jessica Davis*; Leah DiGiandomenico; Anna Katharina Groschinski; Grace Imhoff; Maura Jacobs; Natalie Konerth*; Natalie Marsh; Samantha McCormick; Alexandra Morris; Tara Murphy; Grace Parke*; Kat Roncoroni; Rafaela Rubas; Rachel Stefano; Angela Virtu

**Appalachian State University (13):** Lydia Bullock; Rachel Gaines; Rebecca McLean; Melissa Nobile; Marissa O’Brien; Madeline Phillips; Isabelle Seligman; Kaley Selner; Savanna Sheridan; Michelle Taylor; Jordan Van Cleave; Ali Williams; Mallory Wolf

**Ball State University (13):** Beth Barnes; Bryce Barnes*; Anya Eicher; Sierra Jefferson; Merle Kooman; Abigail Main; Alison McMullen; Mikalya Mooney*; Merinda Morley*; Rachel Pereira; Michelle Shampton; Carley Shannon; Olivia Susi

**Boston College (8):** Alexa Brazauskas; Audra Hampsch*; Frederique Haverhals; Carly Kauffman; Lucy Lytle; Brooke Matherson; Alyssa Olenick; Justine Sheehan

**Boston University (7):** Grace Boston; Allie Doggett; Bridget Egan; Cammy Jensen; Kathleen Keegan; Ellie Landsman*; Kali Shumock

**Brown University (19):** Alexandra Ayles; Madeline Ayles; Brooke Bonfiglio*; Emma Caviness; Corinne Condie; Kelly Conway; Alison Dunning; Lucy Green*; Carly Kabelac; Katherine Kallergis; Rachel Lanouette; Hannah Leckey; Zoey Miller; Margaret Mostoller; Regina Openshaw; Emma Quigley; Alexandra Scala; Elizabeth Seid; Ashley Waldron

**Bryant University (16):** Floor van Dommelen; Emiko Barker*; Elena Borovskis*; Hannah Coburn; Victoria Danby*; Marissa Elizardo; Grace Farrell; Jessica Fleet; Mary Cate Gallagher; Miranda Grunday; Erin Karcher*; Victoria Newbill; Emily Perryman; Keighan Richardson; Haley Wood; Samantha Yoder*

**Bucknell University (18):** Alice Christopher; Stephanie Dressler; Marie-Claire Evans; Emma Fitzgerald*; Emily Goodloe*; Mackezine Haney; Olivia Harris; Lucy Herring; Kelsy Kauffman*; Claire Lesher; Katie Mannino; Ellie McLaughlin; Marisa Morakis; Amy Mucelli*; Alexis Quick; Sarah Ross*; Nicole Rupnik; Anna Wills*

**University of California at Davis (10):** Chelsea Bigelow; Farah Farjood; Courtney Hessler; Sarah Janetzky; Kelley Kramer; Beth Lee; Kaitlyn McLaren; Lauren Mewes; Agustina Singh*; Briana Sooy

**University of California (9):** Emily Catan*; Alexis Collins*; Femke Delissen; Kori Griswold*; Keats Iwanaga; Kyra Kent; Zoe Randolph; Janaye Sakkas; Samara Spence

**Central Michigan University (15):** Harriet Aburn; Lily Amadio; Carly Brengosz; Sarina Buchannan; Alexandra Davis; Anna Forry; Grace Forthaus; Willow Guenther; Addison Marshall; Kayla McClure; Sarah Mesko; Georgina Minta; Maude Stalars*; Leah Umberger; Olivia Wagner*
Colgate University (10): Emma Denoble; Remi Filippini; Kerry Glenday; Molly Klare; Maria Krull; Maggie Lake; Iona MacKillop; Lauren Miano; Kayla Robinson; Caroline Schaefer

Columbia University (17): Maaike Blindenbach; Katherine Cavanaugh; Lauren Crane; Kathleen Dempsey; Maeve Doherty; Elizabeth Fallon; Whitney Hartstone; Katherine Koester; Kendall Kuntz; Lindsay Ladas; Kelly McCarthy; Rebecca Pope; Katherine Ruesterholz*; Elizabeth ShROUT; Michelle Thompson; Jennifer Trieschman; Caroline Veitner

University of Connecticut (12): Amanda Collins; Karlie Heistand; Amelia Iacobucci; Nina Klein; Kita Konerth; Efthimia Kutrubis; Haeli McCabe; Anna Middendorf; Ashley Rich; Casey Umstead; Barbara Van den Hoogen; Charlotte Veitner

Cornell University (9): Katherine Carlson; Madalyn Conklin; Gabrielle DePetro; Kristen Ferguson; Isabel Josephs; Samantha McIlwrick; Taylor Reed; Isabel Siergiej; Katherine Weeks*

Dartmouth College (11): Amrit Ahluwalia; Carmen Braceras; Paige Duffy; Kathryn Persin; Morgan Philie; Emma Plumb; Margret Sherin; Katherine Spanos; Sarah Tabeek; Hailey Valerio; Heather Zezzo*

Davidson College (6): Courtney Byler; Morgan French; Rebecca Jones*; Alex Kane; Lauren McFayden*; Bean Rodriguez

University of Delaware (13): Kiki Bink; MaryCate Butler; Kayla Devlin; Lisa Giezeman; Sarah Horgan; Emmeline Oltmans; Esmeee Peet; Allison Pollak; Michaela Scanlon; Marjelle Scheffers*; Meghan Winesett; Maura Zarkoski; Kaitlyn Zook

Drexel University (13): Katherine Bagdon; Delaney Baxendale; Tess Bernheimer; Lindsay Boerner; Amy Ferguson; Erin Gilchrist; Allison McCardell; Jessica McCarthy; Maria Palmieri; Katerina Pappas; Idrienne Walker; Rebecca Weinstock; Megan Wiest

Duke University (11): Caroline Andretta; Morgan Bitting; Robin Blazing*; Sarah Furey; Alexa Mackintire; Heather Morris*; Christy Palazzese; Stephanie Pezzuti; Samantha Steele; Savannah Story*; Jillian Wolgemuth

Fairfield University (13): Corrine Baliga; Erin Buckley; Ann Burgoyne*; Emma Clark; Julie De Paeuw; Shannon Doherty; Jaclyn Gallagher; Caitlin Gilligan; Emily Halderson; Kaley McMullen; Taylor Merkle; Bridget Miles; Hannah Pike

Georgetown University (15): Michaela Bruno; Lindsay Getz; Aliyah Graves-Brown*; Devin Holmes; Jessica Lagano; Dorothy Masiello; Maria McDonald; Cameron Rogers; Hannah Sargent; Mackenzie Schneider; Rachel Skonecki*; Jordan Sweeney; Molly Thompson*; Hailey Vann; Chloe Verweil

Harvard University (17): Brianna Bolon; Ellie Cookson; Kyla Cordrey*; Emily Duarte; Sarah Finnemore*; Grace Geiger; Clare McClintock*; Annie Morefield*; Olivia Ostrover; Emily Ott; Callie Rennyo; Olivia Startup; Abbey Thornhill*; Sophie Van Weede; Elizabeth Warner*; Hannah Wellington; Kathleen Young

Hofstra University (18): Sauni Davenport*; Shannon Dougherty*; Emily Gallagher*; Madison Georgiana; Colby Hussong; Gillian Kirkpatrick*; Alyssa Kohler; Dominique Luxardo; Savanna Malloy; Claudia Marin Samper*; Antoinette Montes; Madison Reed; Lauren Saltus; Marloes Schavemaker; Stella Schoen*; Carys Swan; Madison Warfel; Carissa Witmer*
College of the Holy Cross (10): Rae Caliento*; Anne Croke; Philomena Fitzgerald; Lauren Ineson; Audra Kinney; Marcia LaPlante; Megan Miranda; Suzanne Noone; Kathryn Nutting*; Gabriella Smith*

Indiana University (12): Nora Aucker; Kate Barber*; Morgan Dye*; Malia Fujisawa; Mollie Getzfread*; Cameron Gibson; Clara Girouard; Elle Hempt*; Andi Jackson; Katie Johnson*; Maddie Latino; Marley Tunnell

University of Iowa (8): Lara Bampfield; JoElla Guagliardo; Ryley Miller; Taylor Omweg; Alexandra Pecora; Melissa Progar; Isabella Solaroli; Leslie Speight

James Madison University (8): Alicia Cooperman; Sarah Floeter; Megan Guzzardi; Sara Kraeutler; Melanie Kusakavitch; Casey O’Donnell; Erica Royal; Payton Stayler

Kent State University (18): Aileen Ahlers; Jessica Apelt; Ines Delpech; Silvia Figa-Malgosa; Jamie Fries; Berta Jover Llorens; Kortney Keller; Krysti Lober; Alex Luxardo; Alexis Madeira*; Jessica Nesbitt; Madison Pope; Laila Richter; Melanie Scibilia; Karri Stadulis; Shannon Talbot; Hannah Weidman; Courtney Weise

La Salle University (10): Amanda Chapin; Jessica Hoffman; Taylor Kauffman; Kendall Kreider; Abbey Lawrence*; Sophia Lozowski; Devin Muracco; Kaitlin O’Grady; Emma Provost; April Stein

Lafayette College (10): Katelyn Arnold*; Rachel Bird; Ana Buzzard; Cameron Costello; Aliza Furneaux*; Margaret Lillis; Amanda Magadan; Sarah Park; Adriana Pero; Lisa Van der Geest

Lehigh University (10): Amanda Boyer; Emma Coppock; Lauren Dice; Kassidy Green*; Janelle High; Paige Innarella; Katie Morris; Jackie Renda; Julia Ward; Julia Washburn

Liberty University (16): Sydney Baffone; Bethany Barr*; Serena Barr*; Pippa Best; Cassidy Bremner; Mallory Fortenbaugh; Merich Frizzell; Kendra Jones; Jenny Kurlej; Carrie Logie*; Summer Parker; Lindsay Pratt; Alynn Richardson; Zosia Roberts; Annika Roberts; Allison Schaefer

Long Island University-Brooklyn (12): Lauren Alburg; Haley Ballard; Casey Carrigan; Madison Cook; Olivia Dennis; Molly Jannell; Kennedy Johnson; Brianne Lynch; Brooke McGinley; Skai Sprenkle; Lydia Trout; Gillian Vallaster

Lock Haven University (12): Tabatha Almond; MacKenzie Farley; Lydia George*; Rachel Martinelli; Colleen McCabe; Taylor Plouse; Tamia Roach; Emily Robb; Alyscia Smith; Paige Stuppy; Megan Wenrich*; Stephanie Whiteman*

Longwood University (11): Lil-Sophie Achterwinter; Jordan Chapman; Katherine Colley; Brenna Kinzel; Kourtney Landis; Maeve Losen; Lorissa Morton; Edel Nyland; Abbey Ripley; Ellen Ross; Leonie Verstraete

University of Louisville (16): Carter Ayars; Hollyn Barr; Stephanie Byrne*; Elizabeth Gittens; Maria Gomez; Abigail Grimes; Annie Himsworth; Lotta Kahlert*; Isabella Leeker; Erin McCrudden; Marigrace Ragsdale; Shannon Sloss*; Taylor Stone; Sydnie Swartwood; Katie Walsh; Nicole Woods

University of Maine (12): Morgan Anson; Emily Corbett; Casey Crowley; Madison Cummings; Riley Field; Emily Hindle; Adriana Martineau; Ella Mosky; Brianna Ricker; Elizabeth Reidl; Lilla Tilton-Flood; Sydney Veljacic*
University of Maryland (13): Brooke Adler; Marissa Cutry; Julie Duncan; Logan Edmondson; Noelle Frost; Carrie Hanks; Lein Holsboer; Delaney Leathers*; Kelee Lepage; Welma Luus; Lexi Silver; Emily Thomas; Anouk Van Asbeck

University of Massachusetts (12): Hannah Burchell; Katie Clark*; Hailey Cockrum*; Sara Davis; Sophie De Jonge; Celina Hucks; Nicole Kuerzi; Clodhna Loughlin*; Jamie Melley; Nicole Miller; Shauna Rankin-Byrne; Mirra Stillman

University of Massachusetts Lowell (9): Eva Berkhout; Georgia Cowderoy; Kelsey Federico; Fiona Fitzgerald; Victoria Hannah; Torrie Huk; Alexandra Loblundo; Alexandra Mondini; Allyssa Moser

Miami University (13): Makenna Colby; Marie Görner; Mariona Heras*; Sydney Lawrence; Gabby Luxardo; Abby Marshall; Megan Moody; Megan Paul; Estel Roig; Brianna Stahl; Avery Sturm; Ali Terrell; Kelsi White*

Michigan State University (15): Caitlin Abbott; Lauren Bonness*; Makenzie Brown; Maggie Cole; Meghan Cole; Adrea Donaldson; Megan Fenton; Bailey Higgins; Jillian Mahon; Kristin Matula*; Katherine Miller; Madison O’Neill; Amanda Robinson; Simone Vagnoni; Madison Vann

University of Michigan (7): Clare Brush; Esther De Leijer; Marleise Emrhein; Sina Lampe; Morgan Malone; Eliza Stein*; Kate Walker

Missouri State University (11): Megan Drew; Marina Ellison; Felicitas Heinzel; Bianca Mills; Kathryn Mirbaha; Paige Pashea; Brynne Satre*; Elizabeth Slinkard; Andrea Soler Codina; Emily Tran; Liz Young

Monmouth University (10): Stefanie Bigler; Annie Deusch; Meghan Donahue; Alyssa Ercolino; Gabriella Girardi; Kelly Hanna; Casey Hanna*; Rachel Konowal; Mallory Kusakavitch; Elyssa Okken

University of New Hampshire (5): Kallie Gray; Brittany Marshall; Madelyn McAteer; Lindsey Nerbonne*; Kayla Sliz

University of North Carolina (12): Kristy Bernatchez; Emma Bozek*; Blissie Du Bose*; Leila Evans; Malin Evert; Halle Frain; Morgan Goetz; Alex Grant; Catherine Hayden; Mackenzie Mick; Sam Night*; Courtnie Williamson

Northeastern University (10): Megan Barrett; Rachel Campbell; Alyssa Carlson; Isabella Cuomo; June Curry-Lindahl; Rebecca Garner; Mia Martin; Madeline Rocklin-Waltch; Natalie Stewart; Kellie Stigas

Northwestern University (12): Eva van Agt; Juliet Beatty; Margaret Fitzgerald; Isabel Flens; Lily Gandhi; Erica Hootstein; Lily Katzman; Kirsten Mansfield; Pascale Massey; Charlotte Vaziri; Lindsay Von Der Luft; Katharine Yeatts

Ohio State University (12): Maartje Bongers; Natalie Faust; Jennica Jonovich; Morgan Kile; Kelsey Nolan; Adelaide Penzone; Genevieve Penzone; Chelsea Quinn*; Caroline Rath; Maggie Reddecliff*; Elizabeth Tamburro; Carolina Vergroesen

Ohio University (11): Kendall Ballard; Sophia Cristofoli; Amy Edgerton; Emma Eggleston; Illona Hartman; Gabriella Lorenzo; Amelia Ibberson Milton; Alexandra Pennington; Maria Russell; Megan Silveira; Carolina Trucco
Old Dominion University (14): Alexandria Brewer; Meg Byas*; Julia Demeester; Lacey Frazier; Danielle Grega; Tori Harwood; Erin Huffman; Jess Miller; Amie Olton; Kealsie Robles; Kristie Robles; Carrie Sensenig; Ashleigh Thomas; Kristen Vick

University of the Pacific (8): Savannah Burns; Kallie Konkol; Emma Leach; Kyleigh Morrison*; Ash Rutherford; Tayler Silacci; Axelle Steffen; Hannah Tvergyak

Penn State University (13): Shay Cannon; Carly Celkos*; Colleen Conway; Emilee Ehret; Kirsten Gochnauer*; Delani Higgins; Alexis Horst; Madison Hutson; Cassandra Kline; Aurelia Meijer; Madison Morano; Mary Nell Smith; Lisa Winters

University of Pennsylvania (11): Chelsea Duggan; Haley Gelberg; Gina Guccione; Reina Kern; Claire Kneizys*; Jasmine Li; Paige Meily; Kelsey Mendell; Alexa Murray; Ava Rosati; Karen Seid;

Princeton University (9): Sarah Brennan; Ellen Dobrijevic*; Jane Donio-Enscoe; Krista Hoffman; Taylor Nolan; Susan Orth; Hailey Reeves; Carlotta Von gierke; Elise Wong

Providence College (10): Maura Ingraham; Corinne Kenney; Kali Kilmer; Sylvia Miller; Natalie Mitchell; Mary O’Reilly; Allyson Parker; Floor Rozemeijer; Kara Sanford; Abby Thornton

Quinnipiac University (15): Dayna Barlow; Lauren Belskie; Lauren Capone; Sarah Denion; Michelle Federico; Kiera Godusky; Olivia Golini; Angelina King*; Marisa Larkin; Payton Mickey; Kendall Nickel; Valerie Perkins; Selina Reichert; Allison Tanner*; Hannah Teicher

University of Richmond (9): Katrina Balatgek; Laetitia Commeyne; Nealy Henderson; Amanda Hoyt; Meredith Hubert; Allison Ludwig; Emma Nash; Hannah Thomson; Elise Zwicklbauer

Rider University (13): Emily Gilligan; Carlota Alsina-Clotet*; Voirrey Baker; Alison Baligian; Lauren Bock; Tess Coorens; Shannon Hughes; Danne Koch; Leigh Maxwell-Smith*; Kalyn O’Brien*; Alice Otterson; Jessica Randazzo; Carlie Spader

Rutgers University (9): Elyse Broderick*; Alyssa Bull; Simron Dhillon; Devon Freshnock*; Kimberly Jevic*; Haley Meade; Nicole Profita; Sarah Regn*; Rachel Yaney*

Sacred Heart University (14): Cara Conery; Makenna Crawford; Jacqueline Delannoy*; Sydney Duven; Danielle Gallagher; Nicole Granito*; Rebecca Hauser; Kelsy Hopkins; Bridget Kelly; Lauren Lawson; Olivia Lehane; Caitlyn Slusser*; Nichole Tolli; Gabrielle Volpetti

Saint Francis University (14): Jillian Barry; Molly Bishop; Kyra Castano; Marielle Cavallaro; Elizabeth Dyer; Carly Gromel*; Taylin Lehman; Taylor Nesmith; Shannon Pereira; Hannah Retherford; Mackenzie Ruth*; Brea Seabrook; Kali Thies; Olivia Webb

Saint Joseph’s University (12): Kathrin Bentz; Melanie Colozzi*; Courtney Gerber; Katja Hansen*; Melissa Herd; Victoria Kammerinke; Laura Lasprogata; Doris Offerhaus; Gail Podlesny; Monica Tice; Dana Turner; Anna Willocks

Saint Louis University (10): Maya Bentley*; Erica Bondoc; Amanda Clark; Jess Dunlap; Molly Feid; Emily Frost; Carly Kissinger; Fleur Maarse; Monica Ryan; Carli Wolfe

Siena College (7): Aubrie Bleier; Danielli DeGroot; Molly Hagen; Maggie Liguori; Katelyn McMahon; Brianna Muniz; Brittany Onesto
Stanford University (12): Caroline Beaudoin; Maddy Belin; Kelsey Bing; Marissa Cicione; Phoebe Crosthwaite; Casey Deeds; Lucy Dikeou; Nina Randolph; Kennedy Schumacher; Millie Stefanowicz; Fran Tew*; Jessica Welch

Syracuse University (6): Jennifer Bleakney; Stephanie Harris; Laura Hurff; Emma Lamison*; Katie Supey; Annalena Ulbrich

Temple University (16): Chloe Johnson; Jessika Daniels; Nellie Doyle; Kathryn Edgar; Katie Foran*; Becky Gerhart; Grace Gober; Paige Gross*; Maddie Lilliock; Madison Merton; Alison Meszaros*; Rachael Mueller; Lucy Reed; Samantha Souder; Maris Stern; Michelle Walsh

Towson University (10): Devon Hake; Carli Herman; Taylor Kvilhaug; Erika McKay; Katrina Schmidt; Korena Shaw; Morgan Skavdahl; Allison Stauffer; Kellie Vizzo; Paige Zaleppa

University of Vermont (11): Anne-Marie Farmer; Jackie Gillen; Olivia Hurd; Kyra Lee; Ally McCall; Tess O’Brien; Rachel Phillips; Rachael Picchi; Kristina Sickmueller; Rebekah Silver; Emily Snowden

Villanova University (9): Francesca Bello; Lauren Callahan; Carolynn Clark*; Suzanne Clark; Caroline Coladonato; Mackenzie Harding; Kristen Mericle*; Erika Miller; Catherine Ward

Virginia Commonwealth University (17): Alexis Albright; Jamee Albright; Natalie Bohmke; McKenzie Bowler; Katelyn Cummings; Kelsey Hideshima*; Chessa Kownurko; Jordan Lally; Alaina Madeline; Kaylee Maunz*; Jordan Rasure; Colleen Rogers; McKinley Ryder; Hannah Tammaro; Rebecca Ward; Sydney Weise*; Bentley Zabicki

University of Virginia (10): Hannah Cregg; Caleigh Foust; Nikki Freeman; Emma Haupt; Megan Kelly; Carrera Lucas; Izzy McDonough; Laura Schnatmeier; Catesby Willis; Becca Zamojcin

Wake Forest University (8): Emily Adamson; Megan Anderson; Shannon Eby; Lindsay Graham*; Julianne Grashoff; Meghan Murphy*; Nicola Pluta; Heather Wiley*

College of William & Mary (8): Cassidy Goodwin; Olivia Hajek*; Estelle Hughes; Amanda McAteer*; Jennifer McCann; Ashleigh Nottingham; Maria Jose Pastor*; Katelyn Rennyson

Yale University (13): Keeneh Comizio; Mary Condie; Holly Jackson; Chaney Kalinich; Emilie Katz*; Stephanie Katz*; Alexandra Mackay; Marissa Medici; Camille Scheyer; Olivia Smith; Katherine Smith; Theresa Thompson; Alyssa Weiss*

*Four-year member of Zag Field Hockey/NFHCA Division I National Academic Squad